MADZ GOT RICH - Live entertainment for all events!

OUR COVID SAFE
PLAN/PROTOCOL

We like to keep things transparent with all our valued clients,
which is why we've curated a list of safety protocols. Our
team are trying hard to ensure we can continue to work after
months of constant loss to our industry, due to the ongoing
Melbourne lockdowns.
As of Tuesday the 26th of October 2021, the following
protocols may apply to your booking/event with us:
· Facial masks to be worn
· Barriers protecting your entertainers and their equipment
throughout the duration of the event
· 1.5 metre distancing enforced between attendees and your
entertainment
· Reasons to approach your entertainers on the day of your
event may be prohibited (hosts/attendees)
· Microphones may not be provided for speeches etc.
without our COVID safe MC package
· We may advise that your event only use our
recommended MC to maintain our work safe bubble
· 3rd party MCs MUST provide their own microphones or use
the venue's house microphone
· Our crew's table seating/meals MUST be served (R.E weddings, corporate etc.) separate to other suppliers, staff
and attendees
- To avoid disappointment, please ensure your song requests,
as well as all other requests are made in advance via email.
Your entertainment may introduce a virtual option for 'on the
spot song requests' and other means of communication on
the day as an alternative for some larger events.
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Due to the current circumstances we face, we uphold a
strict zero tolerance policy for the following:
· Heckling/approaching our crew members at any point of
your event without authorisation
· Touching or making any form of contact with our crew
members and/or their equipment
· Drunken/intoxicated/risky behaviour that impacts our
safety, equipment and personal space

We kindly advise that a breach to any means of our crew's
safety and personal space, may result in a
cease/minimisation of our services at any time if deemed
necessary.

Thank you for understanding, as we navigate through this
extremely challenging pathway to COVID normal.
Your mutual respect and compliance to our COVID-SAFE
plan is sincerely appreciated.
Help us #SAVEOURSCENE

SAFETY
FIRST!
PLEASE PRACTICE
SOCIAL DISTANCING WITH OUR CREW
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